March 2018

Staying Current

CFI’s Bit!

It’s the beginning of March and spring is on the way, I am told. As I write this article, “the
Beast from the East” is in full control and much of the UK has been closed down. Gliding has
been affected at many clubs as it’s impossible for members to get to the airfields without
compromising safety (and common sense!)
So, yet again the weather is having a significant impact on our activities. What do we need to
think about?
Staying current during the winter months can be tricky. We all know that it’s possible to be at
the club quite a lot and still miss out on flying. (The one day you can’t be there is the day that
we fly!!)
It’s also important to remember that skills and judgement do deteriorate quite rapidly if not
being used as often. Just because your “card” states that you can go X weeks without needing
a check flight, doesn’t mean that you are OK. If you are near to your limit, consider a check
flight. There are many members that ask for a check even when, “officially”, they don’t need
one. This is a great attitude to have.
Lack of currency also has a cumulative effect. If you go 4 weeks between flights and then
another 4 weeks, for instance, ask yourself if this is really the right thing to do, even if you are
“within the rules”? Are you really current in this situation?
In terms of currency, everyone is affected, including instructors. You may find instructors
increasing their safety margins to allow for this. When not as current as normal, they may
“take over” a bit earlier than usual, or may not want to fly in a howling crosswind. Please
understand this.

Annual Checks
Annual checks are progressing very slowly. I anticipate a massive
backlog when/if the field ever dries out. If the opportunity arises to get
any checks done, please take it. This will ease things further down the
line. Everyone will be in the same situation and with limited
instructional capacity, it will only be possible to check so many people
out in a day, as well as running normal club operations.

ANNU
AL
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KS

With regard to launch failure checks, it’s just not practical to carry out
launch failures without causing potential issues to the gliders, due to
landing in a bog. As soon as the field starts to dry we can commence
these.

Instructor cover (BI’s)
Due to various issues, quite a few Basic Instructors have found themselves with
lapsed ratings. We will endeavour to get those affected by this, renewed asap. There may be
times when we have to give priority flights to these instructors. Please understand the reasons
for this. We also have a backlog of visitors to fly, with some having been cancelled 7 or 8 times.
We have a commitment to fly these visitors. We have taken their money and there is always
the potential to recruit more members by doing this.
Ian Ashton - CFI
N.B. In the .pdf version of this Newsletter, Internet links are active and can be clicked through - Ed
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GASCo Safety Evening
Many of our members attended an
excellent and informative @GASCo_FS
safety briefing on Wednesday, 31st
January. It was superbly presented and
gave lots to think about. It’s highly
recommended to anyone thinking about
safety, (which should be everyone in
aviation). Well done GASCo and the BGA.
Thanks to Richard Peake, our CSO, for
organising a good turnout of BFGC
members, although quite a lot of
members did not attend. Maybe “safety”
is of no interest to some members?
Ian Ashton - CFI

Instructors!
Margaret Wooller was going through
her loft the other week and came
across this illustration from the cover
of an Information Sheet produced by
the Rocky Mountain Soaring Centre in
Canada.
She explained that, “Reg flew there
many years ago and they knew Ged!!
... Of course they did, he has flown
almost everywhere!!”
It’s a great picture Margaret. Thanks
for sharing it with us. - Ed.

BFGC AGM
The Annual General Meeting of Bowland Forest Gliding Club Ltd
will be held on Thursday, 22nd March 2018 at 8.00pm at:
Preston Grasshoppers RFC
Lightfoot Green Lane
Fulwood
Preston
PR4 0AP
Please attend if you possibly can, as we need your input.
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More from the CFI!
Winch Master
As many of you are aware, John Harter has done a sterling job as our winch master for quite
a few years now. John has always ensured that training has been top notch and any other
issues arising have been dealt with. This, as well as helping out with many other projects
within the club. When John didn’t have a spanner or wrench in his hand, he put his BI hat on
to fly potential new members.
A few months ago, John decided that he wanted to step down as our winch master. I would
just like to pass on my thanks to John for the effort and commitment that he put into the role
and I am sure the rest of the membership will wish to do the same. John, you did a great job!

New Winch Master
I am pleased to announce that Graham Rendell has taken up the reins as our new winch
master. Graham has a great deal of experience and ability with regard to liaising with people
and managing teams and is a massive asset to our club. I am sure that Graham will continue
the tradition of having great winch masters at Chipping. In addition to Graham as winch
master, Mike Unsworth and Pete Whitehead have volunteered to assist Graham with the
maintenance/mechanical side of things. Thanks to all of you.

Further changes to card system (Yellow card)
Most of you are aware that one of my goals has been to streamline our “Chipping” way of
doing things. This process continues. This is not trying to change things for the sake of
changing, but to bring us more in line with current BGA guidance and policy and also an
attempt to align us more with what goes on outside the “Chipping bubble” in the wider gliding
community. The latest changes affect some of those on Yellow card. A self-briefing
“endorsement/privilege” has been added onto the card. This endorsement is not automatically
awarded with the yellow card, but may be awarded on a case-by-case basis.
Those Yellow card pilots awarded with a self-briefing (SB) endorsement are no longer required
to seek a briefing before flying, in all conditions up-to and including Yellow card. However,
you may of course still wish to ask, “What’s it like?” as many already do before flight. Some
instructors still ask, “What’s it like?” before flying!
As experienced pilots, you will be expected to judge for yourselves what the cable break
options are, whether or not there is a crosswind and a requirement for a wing down launch,
or what flying conditions may be like, etc. Like all pilots, it will be expected that you will
demonstrate good airmanship and decision making. The endorsement can also be removed!!!
Just to remind all those with Yellow card (and with Bronze and XC Endorsement), that this is
what it states on the XC Endorsement form at application. “I understand the privileges
and limitations of the gliding certificate and any endorsements, my personal
responsibilities, including medical fitness and the need to discuss my level of
currency with a supervising instructor before flying solo.”
All other BFGC currency rules and annual checks still apply.
Ian Ashton - CFI
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Cables to 10,000 feet?
Every January, a group us us (who are predominately Chipping pilots or ex-Chipping pilots),
travel to Courchevel Moriond, which is 5,000 ft up in the French Alps, to make use of cables
to gain altitude, followed by controlled descents. As glider pilots, we are familiar with the use
of cables for such purposes, but Courchevel Moriond is not a “winch site.” It's a Ski Resort!
From this resort, using cables (in the form of ski lifts) and the subsequent controlled
descents, you can reach altitudes over 10,000 ft, with amazing views, as you can imagine.
Courchevel Moriond is part of Les Trois Vallées (the three valleys), which is the largest
integrated ski lift system in the world, so although I first went skiing there with the Club 15
years ago and every year since, there are still runs to do and places to see for the first time.
Have a look at the web site www.les3vallees.com and you will see what's on offer and
that, even at the highest altitudes, you do not need to ski “Reds” and “Blacks,” but there are
plenty of those if that's your level!
The company which the Club has travelled with for a couple of decades now, is “Le Ski”
(based in Huddersfield) and we stay in one of their catered chalets – Chalet Rikiki - in
Courchevel Moriond. Their website is www.leski.com.
This coming January, we will be flying out from Manchester on Sunday 6th January 2019 and
this is one of the weeks where Le Ski offer free lift passes (covering the entire three valleys),
which are worth the best part of £250. As this includes the use of the ski buses between
resorts and there are many ''Bubble” lifts, even as a non-skier, you can reach 10,000 ft and
access adjacent valleys.
As you can tell from our return visits year after year, we continue to enjoy the trips, the
company, snow-related activities and Après Ski, so if you might be interested in joining our
happy band, or just want more information, let me know, as Le Ski are already accepting
bookings.
- Robin McVean

Congratulations!
We congratulate the following pilots. All now have a Self-Briefing endorsement on their
Yellow card: Tracy Ashton, Ron Graham, Richard Peake, Matt Price, Graham Rendell, Mike
Unsworth, Geoff Whittaker and Liz Whittaker.

Blue card
We congratulate Andy Batty, who has now moved from Yellow to Blue card

More Achievements
Well done to Matt Price and Richard Peake for bagging their Silver heights recently whilst at
Walney. It was also Matt’s first solo aerotow. Well done both of you. (But you should have
read the rules regarding badge claims first, not after the flight!!!!)
A note to all regarding badge claims and the rules!!! - Ian Ashton CFI
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Medical Matters!
Getting your GP to endorse a gliding medical - An Insider’s Guide!
As most of you will know, there are a variety of ways of proving that you are medically fit to
fly. These are detailed on the BGA website:
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/laws-rules/pilot-medical-requirements/
For solo pilots, the simplest option is the possession of a valid driving licence. However, if you
need to prove your fitness another way, perhaps because you are going to fly abroad, (where
more official documentation may be required), or if you don’t have a driving licence (selfdeclaration of fitness is only allowed up till age 25) or, if you are carrying passengers/ flying
as an instructor, you may need to approach your GP to provide evidence that you satisfy the
NPPL requirements.
I am frequently asked for advice when pilots have difficulty getting this done. The following
may be helpful.
GP’s are contracted by the NHS to provide “General Medical Services,” (which include the
diagnosis and treatment of acute and chronic disease, health promotion activity and the
completion of various statutory forms such as sick notes, etc.). Endorsing fitness to
participate in sports, such as gliding, is classed as private work and GP’s are entitled to
decline to do it. If they do agree, they are entitled to charge a fee. Years ago, the BMA used
to publish a list of recommended fees for private work, which most GP’s adhered to. This was
challenged, on the grounds that it was effectively a price-fixing cartel and was prohibited. This
is the reason why, if you ask around the club, pilots are charged different amounts for the
same form to be completed.
Traditionally, GP’s were self-employed subcontractors to the NHS, effectively running small
businesses, in which they were profit-sharing partners. They had a financial incentive to
undertake private work. However, with the increasing NHS workload, many GP’s are reducing
this type of work, particularly if it seems too complex or risky. In addition, many GP’s are not
partners. They may be working as locums, they may be salaried employees of the practice, or
you may encounter either a doctor in training, or a nurse practitioner – these clinicians do not
have the same financial interest in undertaking private work and may also decline to do it.
My top tips are ...
1 Allow plenty of time. You know when your medical is due.
Demanding an urgent appointment, because it is due to
expire, will not endear you to your GP, particularly in the
midst of a winter flu crisis! Expect to wait up to 4 weeks for
a non-urgent appointment, so act early.
2 Getting past the receptionist can be tricky! Many are
now trained to be “care navigators,” asking questions to
direct you to the most appropriate clinician. You really need
to speak directly to your GP. (It’s much harder to refuse
directly than via a third party). If you are really
struggling, they are usually also trained not to ask
anything further if you say it’s something “personal,”
(although I didn’t tell you to do that!)
3 Nurse practitioners or doctors in training, (who may
be called a Foundation doctor, GP trainee or GP registrar),
are unlikely to be able to complete your forms. Locums or
salaried GP’s are also unlikely to be able to help, so if possible,
try to find out which doctors are partners in the practice and see
or speak to one of them.
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4 Do not necessarily expect your form to be completed immediately. The GP is likely to want
to have time to look at the paperwork to see what is required. For solo flying, the NPPL
restricted endorsement is effectively confirming that you have no medical conditions which
would prevent you from driving (DVLA Group 1-private driver) and explaining this may help.
There should be no difficulty in your GP endorsing this, as if you did have a condition which
prevented you from driving, your GP should have already told you. For passenger carrying
pilots and instructors, the NPPL unrestricted standard is the same as for a professional driver
(DVLA Group 2). All GP’s should be familiar with this. The form does not actually require an
examination - it requires the GP to confirm that there is nothing on your records that would
prevent you from meeting the standard. However, if you haven’t seen your GP for some time,
he/she may want to examine you to ensure that this is the case. If you explain that effectively
you would require an HGV medical, they should know what is required. Expect to have to come
back for another appointment, as there is insufficient time to perform a medical in a standard
10 minute GP appointment.
5 If you have any ophthalmological conditions, it may be worth seeing your optician for a sight
test before you see the GP. Ask your optician to provide you with a note for your GP,
confirming that you meet the professional driver standard and, if possible, giving your near and
distance, uncorrected and corrected visual acuity, (that’s without and with glasses!) and visual
fields. Testing vision in the GP surgery is technically difficult and less accurate, so if there is any
possibility that you may be near the threshold for the standard, it is better to
pre-empt it.
GP’s can also provide LAPL medical certification, provided that you don’t have any of the
conditions which require additional assessment by an AME (Aeromedical Examiner). Your GP
would need to register with the CAA to complete the on-line medical forms and there is a fairly
extensive set of instructions for them to familiarise themselves with in order to do this. Further
information and the links to the Quick Guide for Pilots and Instructions for GP’s are below:
https://www.caa.co.uk/General-aviation/Pilot-licences/Applications/Medical/Applyfor-a-LAPL-medical-certificate/
It is not clear what will happen with EASA post 2020, but I would expect that if this route
became the norm, there will be considerable difficulty for pilots, because I
suspect many GP’s will simply decline and there may not be sufficient AME’s
available to cope with the increased number of pilots requiring medicals.

If your GP does decline, what options do you have?
If you are fit and well and your GP is declining to complete the paperwork,
you could ask other pilots who live locally to you if they have a co-operative GP,
and consider changing practice. If you do decide to do this, remember it can
take some time for your records to transfer.
If you have a medical condition which means that your GP cannot complete the
forms, then you will need to see an AME. It is likely that the AME will want
information about your medical condition from your GP records, before he/she
can make a decision about your fitness to fly.
It is worth knowing that you are entitled to have all information from your medical records after
November 1991. All practices must have procedures in place to allow you to have copies of the
GP notes and any hospital correspondence. They are allowed to charge a reasonable fee for
copying, but are only allowed to withhold information if it concerns a third party or contains
information which would be harmful to your health to reveal. (They would have to be prepared
to justify that decision in court and in practice it hardly ever happens). To access copies of your
medical records/hospital correspondence, you do not need to see your GP; the practice
manager should be able to advise you on the procedure. There is increasing ability for patients
to access some or all of their records on-line. Again the practice manager would be able to
advise what information you can access and how to do this.
- Tracy Ashton
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Eden Soaring
Club Expedition to Eden Soaring (Skelling Farm)
Dates for your diaries 16th to 23rd June
I will be running a week at Eden Soaring, dates as above. All members are welcome to attend,
pre- or post-solo, with or without a glider. We didn’t have the best weather last year during
the week. (It was scorching hot with no wind!!) The weekends were good though. Let’s hope
for better this year.
Come for the week, or come for a day. It’s up to you. Only 1½ hours up the M6, it’s an easy
drive and a superb chance to experience soaring in one of the best spots in the UK and also
with a fantastic ridge! Camping is available nearby.
I would appreciate a heads-up if interested, so I can gauge numbers. Eden do run day courses,
so unless I know approximate numbers, I may be booked up with a course. If enough of you
are attending, I could reduce the number of outside bookings.

Our club CSO seems to like Eden Soaring

Just a small part of the ridge at Eden

Let’s hope for a better year of gliding for us all. - Ian Ashton - CFI

On the Shelf?
Dick Seed, spotted this
attractive and very
desirable shelving unit
in a local garden centre
last month.
Many thanks to Dick for
sending it in and sharing
it with us. Just the job
for the clubhouse
perhaps? - Ed.
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Pimp My Ride!
Many thanks to Ian Ashton for finding
and sending in this impressive picture
of some amazing trailer art, (from
America, of course - where else?)
I mean, who has the time, the money,
or the skill to do something like this to
a trailer? Personally, the closest I’ve
come is when I decided to paint mine a
pale green all over, so I didn’t have to
wash it so often! - Ed.

Combat in a Pup!
“I zoom up violently. The pressure pushes me into my seat,
my sight goes for a second, then more shots, they’re both at
me! I’m skidding madly, zooming, doing flat turns, quick rolls,
anything to stop them getting a bead on me, throwing the
poor old Pup around, my gentle sensitive Pup, her startled
shudders of protest almost hurt, but there’s no smooth flying
in a shambles like this. It’s ham-fisted stuff or you’re out.”
Arthur Gould Lee - World War One fighter pilot
Just like I’ve often experienced when a pupil is flying
a K13 - Ged

The Sigma Glider
The wing section designer, Dr F.X. Wortmann, was at Lasham during the initial performance
trials of the experimental Sigma glider in the early 1970s. When asked what he thought
about it he replied enigmatically “If I wanted to make a Swiss watch, I would not employ a
blacksmith.”
The hydraulic mechanism to pump up an
accumulator (for operating the flaps) by
pushing the rudder pedals against a spring
caused some amusement. The combination
of seating position, strap arrangement,
cushion material and ergonomics made it
virtually certain that, unless stout braces
were worn, the pilot's trousers would come
down when the pump was operated ...
(P.S. No, I haven’t flown the Sigma,
unfortunately - Ged.)
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From the Winch!
As you are probably aware, I have been
asked if I would pick up the reins regarding
our winching operations at Chipping, from
our long-standing and very competent
previous custodian John Harter ...
First of all, I would like to reflect on the
wonderful progress that has been made
during John’s period of stewardship and that
of his predecessors. As a club, I feel we owe
them our sincere thanks for the structure,
training content and approach to winching
matters, that have raised both the profile
and standard of our launching procedure to
the level that we all now enjoy as pilots.
I’m also really honoured to have inherited such a dedicated support network in the form of the
other members of the winch training team and the maintenance and repair of equipment team.
We strongly believe that the general standard of winch driving at our club is both consistent and
as safe as this diligent approach will allow, given the vagaries of wind, weather and pilot
variability that frequently conspire together to ensure that no two launches are ever truly the
same ...
So, a question then. Should the whole winch team, which of course includes all of our winch
drivers, just be content to put up their feet and enjoy the fruits of the inheritance now in their
custody??
Unfortunately, the statistics and studies contained within the BGA Safe Winching initiative, remind
us that we must remain ever vigilant ...
There is also one element that, no matter how diligently we develop and review procedures and
techniques to ensure that we play our part in the BGA Safe Winching initiative, is unfortunately
not under our control. I refer of course to the weather and specifically its effect on our ability to
remain current and equally, confident, in our winching techniques ...
Over the last year, we have had constant interruptions and cancellations of our flying, all of which
can understandably, but equally very subtly, rob us of our currency and in some cases and just as
importantly, our confidence, when we once again open the doors to bring out the winch ...
But the weather is due to improve any day now, (or so we would like to believe) and it will soon
be your turn to drive the winch.
Worry not!
After some discussion with my team colleagues and our CSO, Richard, we have decided that the
most effective way to address the issue would be to promote a means of support at the start of
the season, that can be accessed directly by all of our winch drivers.
The first and probably easiest option would be in the form of direct involvement of your winch
team partner.
The support we propose is in three distinct levels:
Level One: Prior to your winch duty, you could request your winch team partner to sit in with
you until you have carried out enough launches to restore both your technique and confidence
and you are happy to continue alone.
(Most winch teams have two winch drivers to cover the full day duties). If this isn’t the case on
your team, or your partner is not current or confident, please choose the Level Two option.
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Level Two: Prior to your winch duty, you can contact one of our winch trainers or myself,
and we will accompany you on the first part of your winch duty, until once again, you are
happy to continue alone.
Level Three: Prior to your winch duty, you can contact one of our winch trainers, or myself
and request a training refresher in the lecture room, together with the physical support
detailed in the two levels above.
All requests for support are valued and will of course be treated in confidence.
All we ask for in return, is that, as in all flying matters, we all take responsibility for our
actions. Also, please give our team as much notice as possible, (in the region of two to three
weeks), to allow us to schedule our own duties and flying accordingly ...
Going forward, I intend to schedule a meeting of our winch team and CSO, to review our
ongoing strategy and approach to the winching operations at Chipping. Any comments or
observations that you may have are welcomed and may form part of our discussion at the
meeting.
A list all of our team members is posted on the notice board in the clubroom downstairs and I
can be reached at any time on 07734 818946.
Safe winching!
Graham Rendell - Winch Master

I Want One!
An appeal now to Geoff Guttery and Dean Eden. Please, when you next decide that you
need to buy earth-moving, landscaping, terra-forming equipment for the club, PLEASE, think
of the pilots as well as the ground crew and spend a little extra to buy one like in the photo
below, with its built-in, super-duper, top-of-the-range, automatic thermal creator. Now
that’s an accessory I could grow to love!
We NEED this bit of kit guys! - Ed.
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ScaryTow?
If you’ve ever felt nervous at the thought of a
difficult aerotow, how would you like to try
out this one? As part of NASA research into
re-usable orbital vehicles, some boffin in the
late 1990s, decided to test the concept of
towing a modified QF-106 delta-wing aircraft,
using an Air Force C-141A transport plane.
They ran a series of tests, towing the jet
behind 1,000 feet of synthetic fibre rope. In
total, over a handful of flights, the jet was
towed without mishap for over 5 hours and
the tests were declared a success.

The intention was to then move on to towing
an Astroliner jet behind a 747 to a height of
45,000 feet, where it would release and fire
up its engines to ascend into orbit with its
payload, thus saving the fuel it would have
needed to climb to that height.
It must have been quite a ride! - If you are
interested, further details are to be found
Here and Here - Ed.

NASA Surplus!
As you probably know, NASA has been having some funding
problems recently, but their loss is our gain, as we have
managed to procure a very valuable training resource from
them at a bargain price!
You see, in order to achieve mastery, a trainee Instructor
needs to spend huge amounts of time, slowly honing and
improving their teaching and patter skills, as they gain
increased confidence and competence in their art, meanwhile
hopefully, not annoying their trainee pilots too much.
This is where Charlie comes in! He is a fully-trained plug-in
P2 module that can be slotted into the front seat of any of
our two-seaters in minutes. Once there, he will follow orders
and put up with any amount of nonsense without
complaining, (as long as he gets the occasional banana).
Ged has flown with Charlie on several occasions and asserts
that he actually flies the glider better than a lot of our club’s
pilots.
Contentiously, some have suggested that Charlie might even
be slotted into a back seat to do the odd BI flight, saying
that most visitors would probably never notice the difference.
The CFI has asked for more time to consider this particular
proposal. - Ed.
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Keeping Safe!
Improving communications within the club.
For improved transparency, it has been agreed that the
CSO will attend Instructor meetings regularly, to observe
and catch up with specific issues and news. The CSO will
provide a short summary of incidents and initiative updates
and this will be recorded as part of the meetings’ minutes.
The Committee have also agreed that it would be useful for
the CSO to attend regular meetings to discuss initiatives,
training and updates on general safety around the club. The
CSO will provide a short summary of incidents and initiative
updates and this will be recorded as part of the minutes.
As you all know, one of our primary objectives is to ensure that we, as a club, are engaging with
as many pilots and groups as possible across our wider community.
I am now receiving regular safety notices and reports from our Senior Regional Examiner (SRE)
and am working on how best to use these and integrate them into our everyday operational
awareness. To improve my wider view of BGA safety and its initiatives and framework, I will be
attending the 2018 CFI’s Meeting being held in Long Mynd (Midland Gliding Club).
As CSO, I want to increase networking with other Clubs, such as Portmoak, where they
celebrate when they pick up a safety issue and don’t just report accidents and potential failures
or incidents and I’m also working closer with the Pennine Soaring Club (Paragliding). We now
have a standing invitation to take part in dual flying when they have an instructor available. As
a reciprocal member of the Lakes Gliding Club and Eden Soaring, it is hoped that I can share
best practices and experiences with these clubs too.

Changes
There are quite a few club officer changes happening in the next month and it is imperative that
we continue our safe operations and business as usual. We mustn’t let these changes distract or
undermine our core values and safety.
I am looking to revamp the local club reporting of incidents process, with a log on the club
computer home screen to complete at the end of each flying day.
I’ll also provide an email form which guides you through making a report.

Flying operations
Support our “Duty Pilots”. We need to work harder at our leadership skills in motivating and
facilitating, to achieve a safe and efficient launch point (It really is the “Hardest Job in the
Club”). This would reduce the workload and allow the Duty Pilot to ensure a speedy and safe
turn around while being better able to focus on safety and the flying list
Please continue supporting the Duty Pilots in their role by helping out before being asked,
keeping a good look out for each other around the launch site and down at the winch for
anything which could bite. Take time to read the winter briefs available on the website.
SUBCONSCIOUS SAFETY
The subconscious mind is constantly ticking over in the background. Call it sixth sense, a
“feeling”, intuition or something else, but it should be listened to. Often our conscious mind is
totally fixated on an immediate task or goal. The subconscious is still free to roam. A pilot may
be planning a cross country flight to get back home before work on Monday. The weather is a
bit marginal, but seems to be improving. The “Get There-itis” bug has a firm hold and the flight
begins. But all the while, there is a niggling doubt, stemming from the subconscious. “Hang on.
What if the weather DOESN’T improve? We’ll be over some very rough countryside and maybe
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we’ll be socked in with no place to land. Is getting to work on Monday worth the risk?” A safe
pilot having had this internal dialog would abandon the flight. A potential statistic would press
on and probably make it, but maybe not.
The subconscious mind gets more finely tuned as it gains experience over the years, but even
early on, “common sense” is very valuable.
So, listen to that little voice in your head. It could save your life or somebody else’s.

Reporting incidents and making suggestions
It is important to remember that there is no such thing as “total safety” and it is the intention of
all committee members, club officials and members to strive for the best possible safety record.
One way we can achieve this is for everyone to be aware that the club has a reporting system.
Only by reporting safety issues can the club management take steps to make things safer.
There is a safety mail box, clearly marked on all safety messages and on our website safety
pages. It is vitally important for you to know that, if having to append your name to a report
means that you would rather not report, then please do it anonymously. I would rather know we
have a problem than know your name.
If you have any safety related concerns or ideas, please feel free to approach the Club Safety
Officer the Chairman or the CFI. If it is urgent and relates to the day’s operation, then report it
to the Duty Instructor and in his/her absence the Duty Pilot. You can discuss any or all issues
through; verbal report or discussion, a telephone call, a note into the office, an email to an
individual or via our dedicated safety@bfgc.co.uk mailbox.
If you think we at Bowland Forest are tough on safety, check out the Lebanon flying club rules -

www.lebanonflyingclub.org/bylaws/
To promote safety, attendance at meetings shall be of first importance. A member shall
be automatically grounded who misses three (3) consecutive meetings and shall not be
permitted to fly the club planes until he has met with safety officer and received a
personal briefing. A member voting by proxy shall not be counted.

And, ending on a positive point, I’d like to thank those who have taken time in supporting our
safety initiative and reported incidents. I’d also like to thank those who have had accidents and
or been involved in an incident for their time spent in writing reports and explanations of what
went wrong. These reports allow me to establish lessons learnt and brief those involved.
We have others in the club who continue offering safer operating suggestions too, so thanks for
those. I know we don’t use them all, however we do consider and adopt those that are viable
and useful and do not conflict with established operations or training.
Richard Peake - Club Safety Officer
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Scene from Above

A moody shot to the south over the airfield this month, with the low sun glinting on all the water that inevitably lies around out there.

Welcome!

Two new members have joined the club since our last newsletter, so on behalf of you all,
I’d like to welcome John Klunder and Anne Dumas to our midst.
I hope they will both have a very enjoyable time with us and I am sure that you will all
do whatever you can to make them feel welcome when you come across them at the
launch point. - Ed.

Oops!

I know it’s an easy mistake
to make, (as an errant
tractor driver proved at our
own airfield in the recent
past), but it can be messy
and costly, so the CSO has
asked all pilots to note,
memorise and constantly
repeat this essential mantra “The hangar doors are at the
FRONT of the building.”
Thank you Richard. Hopefully
now, none of us will make
this simple error again. - Ed.
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Membership
Here we are into another flying year at Bowland – although considering the weather, you
might not think so, but I’m sure it’s going to get better! So, we’ve joined up for another
year, paid our subs and we’re ready to go. We are once again a member and therefore part
of the membership at BFGC, but what is our membership and what does it mean to us?
To understand “membership” with reference to BFGC we need to understand what BFGC is,
what it does and what it comprises.
For me, BFGC is a group of people who share a common passion for flying gliders and have
got together to create an organisation and infrastructure to facilitate the fulfilment of that
passion. In effect the club is all of us, the club members. You have elected, at an AGM, a
group of volunteers, a committee, to run the club on your behalf and, as a club member
you should consider the part you could play to support them in doing that.
So, how do you support the committee and therefore the Club? This, I think, is where the
issue of membership and what it means for an individual, comes to the fore.
As a member, you can get involved in any number activities (or not – none are compulsory)
at the club in addition to flying, including:-

Glider maintenance and inspection,

-

Instructing,

-

General equipment maintenance e.g tractors, DP Van and Club Trailers for example,

-

Committee membership,

-

Building maintenance,

-

Ground/field work,

-

Administration,

-

Support to offsite activity e.g. Myerscough Open Day,

-

Support to visitor evenings,

-

Voucher sales.

It is the case that the amount of time and effort a member could give to club activities will
depend on their personal circumstances, but all input helps.
It’s also the case that none of the above activities are reserved for a particular group of
people or any one individual within the Club. They are open to all!
So that’s it! But remember, you are the membership and therefore the Club and without
your efforts – be they great or small – it will not survive and prosper.
Pete Batterby - Membership Secretary
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A Piece of History!

You’ll often hear it said that, “The past is a different country. They do things differently
there,” and that feeling is well illustrated here in an enchanting archive photo of
yesteryear.
As you can see, the Friday Crew, basking in a typical mid-century summer, are a bustle
of activity as they swarm around a state-of-the-art glider from the club fleet, upgrading
it with a shiny new 25 kHz radio system. (Yes, you guessed it, they made it themselves
from bits lying around in the back of the hangar!) - And yet, (and here is where it all
becomes so charming), in spite of the hard work and the urgency of the task, one of
them still finds the time to help young Frank Gill to untangle his line and re-bait his hook,
so that he can carry on fishing for tiddlers in the beck while the sun shines.
They certainly knew how to enjoy themselves back then! - Halcyon days! - Ed.

Quick Quotes!

You know that your landing gear is up and locked, when it takes full power to taxi to
the terminal.
Taxiing down the tarmac, the jetliner abruptly stopped, turned around and returned
to the gate. After an hour-long wait, it finally took off. A concerned passenger asked
the flight attendant, "What was the problem?"
"The pilot was bothered by a noise he heard in the engine," explained the Flight
Attendant, "and it took us a while to find a new pilot."
Weather forecasts are horoscopes with numbers.
Flying the airplane is more important than radioing your plight to a person on the
ground, incapable of understanding it or doing anything about it.
I don't know about you, but if I'm working in a crappy office and the boss puts an
inspirational poster on the wall of some guy gliding in Maui, I'm not inspired to make
more sales calls, I'm inspired to go gliding in Maui.
Many thanks to John Lydon for finding these and sending them in - Ed.
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Gliding Explained!
Gliding's not flying, it's just falling with style.
(With acknowledgement to the Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy - Richard Adams)
There is an art, or rather, a knack to gliding.
The knack lies in learning how to throw yourself at the ground and miss. Pick a nice day, it
suggests and try it. The first part is easy. All it requires is simply the ability to throw yourself
forward with all your weight and willingness not to mind that it's going to hurt. That is, it's
going to hurt if you fail to miss the ground. Most people fail to miss the ground and if they are
really trying properly, the likelihood is that they will fail to miss it fairly hard.
Clearly, it is this second part, the missing, which presents the difficulties.
One problem is that you have to miss the ground accidentally. It's no good deliberately
intending to miss the ground, because you won't. You have to have your attention suddenly
distracted by something else when you're halfway there, so that you are no longer thinking
about falling, or about the ground, or about how much it's going to hurt if you fail to miss it.
It is notoriously difficult to prise your attention away from these three things during the split
second you have at your disposal. Hence most people's failure and their eventual
disillusionment with this exhilarating and spectacular sport.
If, however, you are lucky enough to have your attention momentarily distracted at the crucial
moment by, say, a gorgeous pair of legs (tentacles, pseudopodia, according to phyllum and/or
personal inclination) or a bomb going off in your vicinity, or by suddenly spotting an extremely
rare species of beetle crawling along a nearby twig, then in your astonishment, you will miss
the ground completely and remain bobbing just a few inches above it, in what might seem to
be a slightly foolish manner.
This is a moment for superb and delicate concentration. Bob and float, float and bob. Ignore
all considerations of your own weight and simply let yourself waft higher.
Do not listen to what anybody says to you at this point, because they are unlikely to say
anything helpful. They are most likely to say something along the lines of, 'Good God, you
can't possibly be flying!' It is vitally important not to believe them, or they will suddenly be
right. Waft higher and higher. Try a few swoops, gentle
ones at first, then drift above the treetops breathing
regularly. DO NOT WAVE AT ANYBODY!
When you have done this a few times, you will find the
moment of distraction rapidly becomes easier and easier to
achieve. You will then learn all sorts of things about how to
control your flight, your speed, your manoeuvrability and
the trick usually lies in not thinking too hard about
whatever you want to do, but just allowing it to happen as
if it was going to anyway.
You will also learn about how to land properly, which is
something you will almost certainly cock up, and cock up
badly, on your first attempt. There are private gliding clubs
you can join, which help you achieve the all-important
moment of distraction. They hire people with surprising
bodies or opinions, (Dean on both counts - Ed!) to leap out
from behind bushes and exhibit and/or explain them at the
critical moments. Few genuine hitch-hikers will be able to
afford to join these clubs, but some may be able to get
temporary employment at them.
Many thanks to John Lydon for sending this in. - Ed.
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Now That’s SMART!
Every year, winter conditions descend
on Chipping and we see our members
valiantly attempting to modify their
flying clothing to suit the conditions.
Much of it is ingenious and very
practical, as you can see by the
photos to the left and right, but you
couldn’t call such attempts
“fashionable.” (In fact, “acceptable”
would be quite a stretch!)
So, it is with enormous pleasure that I
publish the photo below of Dave
Stopford, Richard Turpin and Richard
Peake, doing their club proud on a
recent trip to Walney. All Ozee’d to
the eyeballs and looking great! You
see, it is possible to be warm and
SMART at the same time! Other
pilots, please take note! - Ed.

Editor’s Endbit
I hope you enjoyed reading the March 2018 edition of the BFGC Newsletter. Many thanks, as
always, to all the contributors. The season is now slowly waking up and you will soon be doing
more flying (Hurrah!) Don’t forget us and do make an effort to put your thoughts and
experiences on paper so that we can share them in the next edition. The deadline date for the
next issue will be Sunday, 3rd June. As always, you don’t have to wait until then. Send me
your submissions at any time and I’ll keep them safe until the deadline. Please send all copy
to soaringkeith@gmail.com I’m looking forward to seeing what you have to say.
Keith Clarke - Editor

